World-Class
Learning Content
for your platform
Curated by subject matter experts

Designed to drive engagement

Learners love our content
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Top eLearning
content providers
eloomi has chosen to partner with
outstanding content providers who are
the industry leaders in content
production and specialists in their fields
of training.
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How we work

Content from
eloomi is as easy
as 1-2-3
The most simplest and
scaleable way to get worldclass eLearning in 33+
languages.

Curated by subject matter experts
Each bundle is designed by out team of
in-house subject matter experts and
award-winning partners.

We help, you choose
Our content experts assist you in identifying
what types of content, languages and topic
areas are best suited for your business

Go Live. Enhance Performance
Delivered with accompanying on -the-job
toolkits, facilitator guides, and
infographics. Scientifically proven to drive
performance and engagement.
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Core Content Bundles
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Business Skills

R

450+ modules that will support and strengthen
your organisation.
This bundle covers the following topics:
★

Operations

★

Communication

★

Marketing

★

Personal Development

★

Finance and accounting

★

Project Management

★

HR

★

Team Building

★

Admin support

★

Sales

★

Management

★

Customer Service

★

Leadership

450+
MODULES

R
INCLUDING CERTIFICATION
Six Sigma, ITIL v4
PMI, PRINCE2, SHRM
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Core Content Bundles

Workplace Essentials
Includes the ‘Business Skills’ bundle and
all your required ‘Technology and
Development’ and productive training.
This bundle includes:
★

770+ Technology & Developer
modules

★

1100+ Productivity modules

★

AWS

★

G-suite

★

Project Management

★

Marketing

★

Leadership

★

Customer service

★

Microsoft suite

770+
MODULES
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Core Content Bundles

Rather pick your own?
Choose from over 20,000+ titles from the
world’s top content providers.
Available bundles:
★

25 modules - change every 6 months

★

100 modules - change every quarter, or

★

Unlimited access - change anytime

20,000+
THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE
CATALOGUE OF E-LEARNING
COURSES

TITLES FROM TOP PUBLISHERS
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Specialist Bundles

Leadership development
The most scaleable and affordable bundle including video
training, the latest business books & executive summaries in
PDF and audio.
Our innovative solution offers a unique combination of the
most popular leadership topics including:

★

Leading through change

★

The ethical leader

★

Leading a culture of execution

★

The leader as motivator

★

The digital leader

★

Plus 26 more

★

Leading innovation

R
ALSO INCLUDES

PROVIDER

Leaders Discussion guides,
toolkits & facilitation
Powerpoint decks
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Specialist Bundles

Microlearning with microLEARN
Cost-effective, quick and easy solution, whether you’re looking
for a compact learning module or only have time for a 2-minute
video.
Topics covered:
★

Change management

★

Teamwork

★

Finance

★

Health & safety

★

Workplace wellbeing

★

Equality & diversity

★

Customer service

★

Data protection

★

Communication & social skills

★

Social & corporate responsibilities

★

Personal development

★

Food safety

★

Management & leadership

★

Safeguarding

★

Literacy skills

★

Career development

PROVIDER
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Compliance Bundles

Security Awareness
The purpose of security awareness training is to develop
competence and company culture that saves money and
creates a human firewall guarding against an ever increasing
threat of reputational and actual damage and data loss.

Comply with:
★

GDPR

★

Cyber Security

★

Password Handling

★

Phishing, and any other threats

PROVIDER
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Compliance Bundles

Health, Safety & Environment
This bundle provides one of the largest global libraries of
workplace safety compliance training available today.

Developed in partnership with industry experts
this bundle covers:
★

Workplace Health & Safety

★

Dangerous Goods Shipment by Sea

★

Hazardous Waste Operations &
Emergency Response

★

Cal / OSHA Health & Safety

★

Most localized for each countries
regulations, language, and culture

★

Compliance Impacts

★

Environmental

★

Transportation

★

Hazardous Materials Transportation
by Road & Air
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Compliance Bundles

Legal compliance
Covering more than 500 risk topics across 32
languages, our content catalog provides one of
the largest global libraries of legal compliance
training available.

Engage your team to be compliant with:
★

Anti-Bribery

★

Conflicts of Interests

★

AML

★

GDPR, and

★

Cyber Security

★

Sexual Harassment

500+

32

RISK TOPICS

LANGUAGES
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Let's begin
a conversation
Our content experts are already helping hundreds of other
organisations identify the right content and can also help
you, whether it be meeting the skills gap, compliance or
people development.

eloomi A/S
+4531316060

BOOK A MEETING

content@eloomi.com
www.eloomi.com/content →
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